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CHA..PTER I

INTRODUCTION

In the 1960' s a new method of instruction was introduced which

was designed to facilitate learning in college courses. The beginnings

of Personalized Systems of Instruction (PSI) maybe traced partly to a

by Keller (1968) which contained Iive features or components dis

t.Lngul sh i ng PSI from a traditional course. First, the focus .o f the

lecture •.fas no longer to 'tell' students information but rather to

mo't ivabe them. Second, the student became an active participant in the

learning process by working on his or her own vith study guide questions.

Third, student proctors graded tests, gave immediate feedback and help

and increased the personal interaction 'between students and course per:

sonnel. Fourth, each unit had a set mastery requirement \-,hich the stu

dent met before continuing on to the next Q~it. Finally, students vere

alloved to move a course at their o,m rate without the restric-

tions of test or semester deadlines (i.e., self-pacing).

Since Keller's initial work with PSI, research in the area has

fallen into two broad categories: comparisons of PSI with traditional

courses and tests of various components to determine their contribution

to the total of PSI. The latter also includes manipu-

lations of different values of one component to achieve the est

effect. Sel is the ~iliich has received the most ex-

attention.

Keller eve d self-pacing vou.l.d students sel

E;l\i LLs (e. f!., when to take a t.e s t or ",hen to ) . In addition,
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self-pacing would consider an individual student's learning history and

time demands thus the student to learn material at a rate which

was optimum for him or her. However, the use of self-pacing is often

associated with a !procrastination problem' (Born & Herbert, 1911;

Henneberry, 1916; Lloyd & Knutzen, 1910; Semb, Conyers, Spencer &

Sanchez-Sosa, 1915). Students delay study and completion of units

rather than working at a sustained rate which is consistent with their

particular abilities. In order for total student self-pacing to work

(Hursh, 19(6) one must aSSillue that such behavior will be controlled by

the subject matter (that is, it will act as a discriminative stimulus

for study and test-taking responses).

The most obvious method to deal ....Iith procrastination is to pro-

vide control by assigning deadlines to ensure progress. Hoveve r , this'

tactic has not eliminated procrastination. The important deter-

minant seems to be the frequency of testing (or'unit size). With fewer

tests or l' units, study and test-taking behaviors scallop before a

deadline. tvia\-lh B t L Bl~~enfe ld ~~d Hon.. kins (1971) com-, as ow, •aws , .

pared dai ,\1'eekly, and three ....reek schedules. With daily test-

students studied at a consistent rate ~Y1d regularly attended a

study room. He and three week testing resulted in study behavior

and attendance in as the test d~te drew near. Nelson and Bennett

(1973) also found results that suggested short units produced more con-

sistent progress.

Hursh (1976) has the literature into several dif-

ferent procedures to deal with procrastination: point , minimum
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rate of progress contingencies, availability of an early final, and

graphic feedback on In addition, another tactic has been the

number of test opportunities available per unit. Research is not as

extensive on the last three options. Henneberry (1976) offered an

early final with the oI:rtion of one re-take on "t1. . He found that 80% of

the students still wa i ted until the final two weeks of the course to

finish most of the units.

Graphic feedback on a student's progress through a course may

serve as discriminative stimuli for studying. Croft, Johnson, Berger

and Zlotlow (1976) found that biweekly external monitoring of progress

by a discussion leader and self-monitoring by students both led to an

increase in the rate of quiz-taking. Lloyd and Jacobi (in press) con-

ducted a study which compared self-pacing with self-pacing plus self- '

mon i, toring. The latter resulted in a reduction of the scallop pattern.

Barkmeier, Duncan and Johnston (1978) measured study time and

test scores when two different retest opportlli~ities were available to

students. ~~ey were allowed to take either two or five tests per unit.

'~ne authors found that with two test opportunities, scores on the ini-

tial test attempt we r e higher and students studied more (over an hour

more) as compared to the rst test for five 'Inus , students

" for l'n1."tial tests when more attempts wereless time in preparatlon ~ - -

available to them.

Point systems gene 'Ie points for of a unit on or

a sustained rate of

the course.progress

before a specified date which is cornrllensurate 'With

, ~ \ t ' t.h .;., t.l l' c(197b; has sugges eQ Gl aG no
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technique is used in tim different Hays. One is to give a fixed number

of points for each lli'1.:it completed by a certain date. Results from

various studies (Buford, 1976· Burt, , 1975; Riedel, Harney, LaFief &

F'in ch 1976" 812mb et 81 1975)'" t th' . ., mui.cate at Use of such a fixed point

can reduce procrastination. For example, BUford (1976) offered

one bonus point for a un L t mastered ,Ii thin a specified time. The author

found that of students completed units faster during the bonus con-

dition than without such points.

The second tactic is to offer fewer points for units finished

later in the t.e rm , Bitgood and Segrave (1975) divided a course into

three intervals with a possibiEty of 8, 10 or 12 bonus points available

during anyone interval. The effects of three different schedules

were observed--increasing (8, 10, 12), decreas (12, 10, 8) and fixed

(10,10,10). The decreas point schedule reduced procrastination

while more vo rk was completed later in the semester for fixed and in-

creas schedules. Other studies have also found decreasing to

be effective in deal wHh procrastination (Bijou, Morris & Parson,

1971; Pavers, Edvlards & Hoehle, 1973).

Minimum rate of nY'~crrpsS contingencies (Hursh, 1976) employ loss

of points, or course credit contingent upon not completing units

Re s u.Lt s indicate that procrastination is reducedat a minimum rate. u

(I!Jalott & Sv in i.ck i , ; Miller, Weaver & Semb, 4; Semb et al.,

1915; Sutterer & Ho LJ-vwa
5). For eA~lly~V, Miller et al. (1974)

established s for of lessons. The first two times

a student f aiLe d to complete a son he/she received a



third time vere the choice of either \iithdrauing from the
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course or receivinoa all F. Stude11t" 1 t d 1- ,.. b camp e e es sons at a rate

dur ds with target es. 8emb et al. (1975) manipulated point

availability in several ways including loss of points for not completing

a course on schedule. This tactic also reduced procrastination.

The techn mentioned previous all depend on control from

the instructor in some form (from points, established minimum rates,

graphs, deadlines). The question remains vhe tber once the control is

reduced or removed, the student 1dill still pace rather than procrasti-

nate. No studies have dealt \iith this idea across semesters although

Miller et al., 197LI , found that when no target dates and no mi.rri mum

rates of progress were us ed, students completed f'eve r lessons. In terms

of ieali ,better techniques be those whi ch eventually re-

suIted in sel (That is, instructor control is faded to control

other stimuli Hithin tbe student's environment. These stimuli are

not specified the experimental procedure but could include the test ~

the of student totals or lectures.) Hursh (1976)

suggests tbat one possibili is to fade out instructor control &~d fade

in self

Initi , the instructor wouLd set frequent deadlines and then

would fade the use of deadline dates. If students did not meet a dead-

zz rate. A benefit of such (Henneberry,

d

dents Hould be made to be vor-k for the course and thus experience

uucces s i o units.
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The present study will compare two schedules. The first

gradually fadps instructor control of test-taking and is based upon

Hursh's (1976) original (Hm{ever ~ no contracting component

is invol'fed in the s tudy , ) 'l'he s econd schedule is one in which test

deadlines occur at equal thus approximating a traditional test

schedule. Comparisons between the two schedules will be made in terms

of the pattern of test-taking. The comparison will determine if follow

ing the reduction of instructor control procedure~ students ey~ibit

self-management skills.



CHP.PTEH II

Jv1ETHOD

Subjects

The subjects ve re students enrolled in an introductory psychology

course at Drake Uni versity. The fall section had an initial enrollment

of 249 while 185 students enrolled in the spring. By the end of term,

enrollment was 199 and students respectively. Students were not as-

signed to any particular section but rather

cording to their own particular schedule needs.

Procedure

stered thernselves aC-

TI1e course was taught in a modified PSI format. Points toward

the final grade were earned by attending a certain nurriller of classes,

participating in a discussion section and taking the tests and

final exams. In addition, bonus points could be received by reading

extra material and then taking a

experiments.

or by participat in psychology

the semester students could earn up to three points for

attendance at chapter reviews (one point for each) and twelve points for

attendance at lectures in which fiLms were shown or guest lecturers

one for each). The discussion groups were vort.h up

to twenty s and covered a of cs \,ithin psychology

(e .g., business cations, and nur-s ca-

tions). The discussion groups ",ere a rement of the course. There

\-Tere eleven ch or un i t s ana a maxirnum of ten z s could be
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achieved for each chapter. Stl1dent -i- s were a.l.Lcve d to drop their lowest

points for ten 1lnits. Fifteen points were

available on the final eX8lU. In order to receive all A, students needed

to obtain 135-150 points, 120-134 for a B, 105-119 for a C, 90-104 for

a D, and below 90 for a F.

Uni ts had a mean length of thirty-six pages and from

twenty-nine to forty page s , Tests over the units ver-e multiple choice

(tvlenty items) and the questions C&11e from a bank of quiz items origi-

nating in the student guide and the instructor's manual. Each

test had questions which were selected r~~domly from the test bank and

no two tests were identical. However, second and third attempts of

tests could contain items previously presented to the students. In ad-

d i tion, from chapter seven on, exams contained r-evi ew items (zero to

three questions) from one, three andlor four. A maximum of

three tests were taken over aIly chapter and only two attempts were al-

Love d per day. No mastery was required to proceed to the next chapter.

However, once mastery had been shown (seventeen correct out of hlenty)

no further tests could be taken for credit over the The number

correct for each test was converted to point scores. The points as-

1 d th b f over that particu-depenae upon e nurner 0 -

lar chapter. On the first attempt, seventeen and een correct

earned nine points; nineteen or received ten. Even if

was not shown on the first , it was possible to raise the total

points to nine on sUC'_CCU,.l.UC'"

t on for each at.t

See Table 1 for the point dis-
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Table 1

Point Distribution for Each Attempt

2nd Attempt 3rd Attempt

9

19-20 10 pts. 17-20 5 pts. 17-20 3 pts.

17-18 9 pts. 14-16 2 14-16 1 pt.

13-16 4 pts. 11-13 1 pt. beLow 11 0 pt.s ,

10-12 3 s. below 11 0

below 10 0 s ,



the semester.
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Each unit had a deadline established for it during the course of

Once that point in time had been reached, no further test

attempts wer-e allowed over the chapter. Students could, however, work

ahead of those deadlines.

Chapter tests could be t aken throughout a semester at the Learn-

Center. 'Ih e Center was composed of t.vo rooms one of which served

as a test room. The other vas a combination study center and grading

area and also held the records for the course.

The final examination consisted of 100 multiple choice items and

covered the eleven course units. The test items were generated from

the same item pool used for unit quizzes. Students could ta,~e the final

at the regularly scheduled time or they could take an early final vh i ch

vas given approximately two-thirds of the way through the term. If stu-

dents chose the latter option, no further test

over the chapters.

OTrQ~r,rs were allowed

The fall section of introductory psychology served as the experi-

mental group (reduction of instructor control of pacing), vn i.Le the

section served as the control group. Deadlines for the fall

group are given in Table 2.

instructor control of pac

Such a schedule involved the reduction of

1, eon,e week-one chapter deadline,' one, .. ~ -

one week-one

"reeks-hro ch

cnar.t.e r deadline; two weeks-one chapter deadline; bra

r deadline; three weeks-two chapter deadline; and five

1 f '- t d '1' ,1\.:, l'nstructor control was faded. otherweeKS- 'our cllaF er eaQLlne . '.~ - - - >

, 't could acquire more control over test-stlI1ml:i within the enva r-onmen

taking behavior due to the time and amoun t of material



Table 2

Deadline Dates for Each Semester

11

Fall Section Q • Sectionuprlng

Date Chapter Date Chapter

September 12 1 January 1

19 3 February 1 3

October 3 4 12 4

17 7 & 8 20 7

November 8 9 & 10 ~·larch 1 8

December 14 11, 12, 13, 14 20 9

29 10

3 11, 12, 13, 14



between deadlines. The control group (

12

section) also had a final

five week block over the last four chapters which served as the compari-

son point ,,{ith the experimental sections. Hove ve r , the remaining chap-

ter test deadlines occurred ly days apart and only

covered one chapter. The deadlines for the spring are also presented

in Table 2.

No explicit instructions were to the students regarding

techniques. It was merely pointed out in the syllabus that

chapter deadlines vrere not evenly spaced and that some would cover more

than one chapter. In addition, before the first multiple deadline, the

instructor stated in a lecture that the deadlines would be for several

chapter tests rather than a s test over multiple The

course syllabus also stated that procrastination may be a problem and

suggested that students should not put off

until the last few

the tests

To assess the effects of the tal procedure, a between

groups design was in the present study. between

measured Ln t.e rms of t.he irgroups was _ ~ _ _ v. on the chapter one

test mean number of '1
i • The fall section scored a mean of

6.5'7 points and the a mean of 6.85 s. The difference be-

tit-Teen score s \-ras not statistically s i.gnLfican t (t=O.

The measure was the of test over

or weeks with to the Collateral data include

scores and



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

1F'i s a cumulative graph which approximates the

ideal rate of test-taking for chapters 11, 12, 13 and over the last

five weeks of the term. A pattern exists for all four chapters

and consists of a very low rate, followed by a rate over a

six to seven day period which in turn is follm-red by another low rate

of test-tak The important point is when the high rate of test-tak-

ing begins and ends for each unit. Test-taking on Chapter 11 starts at

the beginning of the five weeks and ends seven days later (or when

Chapter 12's high rate begins). For Chapter 12, the high rate of test

't ak i rrg terminates at the same time 13 commences and so on. Such a pat:-

tern vou.l.d occur if students were progressing consi through a

course.

Figure 2 indicates the cumulative numoe r of tests taken for

chapters 11, 12, 13 and 14 in the fall and sections. Each data

point during the comparison period represents a seven day period with

the on of the last data which is six days. These periods

are not calendar we ek s but rather seven consecutive days in which the

g center vas Since the number of subjects was different

for each group, the important aspect of the s is not the absolute

number of tests taken but rather the s of the curves for each

l' • For the fall section (left hand side of 2), the Chap-

ter 11 curve is at a st , hi rate over the first three periods and

then rs off to a low rate over the last The curve for
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Chapter 12 has a loV[ rate over the first t.wo periods which changes to a

high rate for the last two periods. Chapter 13 and 14 curves are very

similar. A Lovr rate of test-takj.ng occurs during the first period fol-

lowed by a flattening of the curve in the second. The third period ex-

hibits a .l.ow rate .....r:i th a sharp 1"n cr'eas e In the final period.

The spring section is on the right hand side of Figure 2. The

rate for Chapter 11 was high and consistent over the four periods. The

rate is low in the first two weeks for Chapter 12, then becomes high in

the third and fourth periods. Chapter 13 exhibited a low rate during

the first period which was folloved by a flattening of the curve in the

second. The third period 'was Low and the fourth was characterized by a

sharp increase to a high rate. The rate for Chapter 14 was low in the

first period folloved b;'{ a flattening of the curve in t.ne second and

third and a high rate in the fourth period. The s s between

the spring and fall sections are very similar.

'The previous two graphs have dealt v i th cumu.Lat i ve test attempts

and the emphasis wa.s on the pattern of test-taking. In Figure 3 this

data has been trans formed into a percentage to permt standardized com-

parisons of different £requencies for the fall and spring sections. The

nuwiller of tests taken in a given period over one chapter is divided by

the T t· 1 1 of tt t in all four periods and then multiplied bywO a numoer a· emp s

100 to ld a 'I'ne percent of tests taken in a period are giv-

f h f th 1 t rour chapters for the fall and s pr i.ng sections.en or eaCl 0 e as _

In the fall, 11 percentages varied little over the first three

ds from to to However, in the final period
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the percent of attempts dropped to ll%. Chapter 12 showed a variable

percentage with the fewest in the second period (13%) and the

most in the third (37. 5is) . The percentage to 32% in the final

ad. 'l'he percent of tests t.aken for Chapter 13 decreased from the

first to the second period (16% to 3.5%) then increased to 19% and 61. 5%

in the final t.vo 'Ine data for Chapter 14 showed the same pat-

tern as Chapter 13 (16. to 4% to 12. to 61%) except that the per-

centage of tests taken for Chapter 14 was Love r than thirteen in the

third period but higher in the fourth period. The s pr section I S data

are shown in the bottom half of Figure 3. 'I'he percentage of tests taken

for Chapter 11 snov little variation over the first three periods (25%

to 25% to but decrease slightly to in the fourth period. The

percentages in each period for Chapter 12 yield a different pattern as

to 8. to 33.5% and finally .5% . Chapter per-

to 4%) then increase ( to . 5% to 72. ) .
they go from 10.

cent ages decrease

14 results are similar in pattern ( to to to ) .
s 4-6 indi cate the cumulative number of tests taken over

days for deadlines eight The pattern for

I' 1 is a moderate, consistent rate f'o L'Lowe d by a hi rate over

the final two days. The for chapters 3,7,8 and 10 are simi-

lar. Init , tests are taken at a Low rate f'o L'l.owed a moderate

rate (b at tVle1ve for 3, for Chap-

t e r 7, t.h i.r t.y-is i.x for Chapter 8 and fi for Chapter 10) whi.ch

then changes to a hi rate in the last before the deadline (

fourteen for 3,
.{.... .... rylor I, for 8 and
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fi fty-four for 10). The pattern for Chapter 4 changes from a low rate

to a high rate (at day twenty-thY'_e·e). U I'n·lke the previous chapters, no

moderate rate exists be tveen the Lov arid h i zh rates.
~ ~., Chapter 9 exhibits

a change from a 1m-I to a moderate rate (day forty-one) to a Lov rate

(day forty-five). The hi

tempts (

rate OCCurs on day forty-eight as more at

) were taken in one day than were taken in all of the pre-

vious days combined (ll3).

Figures 7-10 present data from the fall semester. Figure 7 data

are the cumu.Lat. number of tests taken over days as a function of one

week deadlines. Both Chapter 1 and 3 data start at the same time but

Chapter 3 covers a longer time span due to the later deaQline. Chap-

tel' 1 tests are taken at a high and consistent rate until the deadline.

Few tests are taken over the first four days for Chapter 3 (when the

deadline for Chapter 1 is approaching), but a moderate, consistent rate

is established for app the next four class days and day nine.

ffile final four days the rate of test-t~~ is high and consistent.

Figure 8 presents data from Chapter 4 which is a two week deadline over

one r , From day hlelve, the rate of test-taking is consistent

and moderate over-all until the last t.vo days when the rate is

9 data is from a t.vo 'Neek deadline over chapters 7 and 8. Chap-

tel' 7'5 rate is consistent over the first five days. After a sharp in-

crease on the sixth , the rate is low or moderate for three

f'o Ll.owe d by three days of a high rate. The final four class days are

char-act'e r-t.z e d by a mixture of 10\4 and moderate rates. Chapter 8' s pat-

b m...oderate and consistent rate un t i Ltern of test-taldng tends to e a
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the final two days when the number of attempts increases sharply. Fig-

ure 10 covers data from chapters 9 and 10 'iTith a three week deadline

1ne rate for both chapters is initially low. The number of attempts

over Chapter 9 accelerates before that of Chapter 10 (day forty-five

compared to day fifty) and off on the last two days. At day fifty

Chapter 10 increases and remains at a rate.

The distribution of withdrawals and grades was computed for the

fall and spring section. The fall had a 20% withdrawal rate; 48% of

the students earned A's, 29% B's, 13% CIS, 3% D's and 7% Fls. In the

spring section, 18% of the students withdrew and the grade distribution

was as follows: 49% Als, 21% B's, 16% CIS, 5% D's and 10% Fis.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The educational ·procedure of PSI lOS fto en accompanied by student

procrastination. Numerous techniques have been tried in the attempt to

foster a more sustained rate of progress through the semester, e.g.,

graphic feedback, minimum rate of progress contingencies, early finals

and bonus points. They have had various degrees of success but one

feature they have in common is their reliance upon the instructor to

control student behavior. Use of a technique has little practical

value unless it eventually results in self-pacing. The study

attempted to fade control of test-taking behavior from the instructor

to other variables within the student I s environment. Instructor control

was faded by manipulation of the amoun t of material and the length of

time between deadline schedules. Initially, deadlines were close to-

gether and involved only one chapter. Gradually, however, the deadlines

covered longer ods of time and more course material thus

other variables to aSSQme control over test-taking behavior. Tne nature

of the variables would depend upon what stimuli wer e initially paired

with such reinforcers as completion of a unit, point totals and verbal

praise from proctors, to name a few.

In an approximation to an ideal tes rate, the majority

of work for a given r would be done during a specific time period.

lrlork on other would occur at a low rate dur the The

end result would be a consistent on through the course in which
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work is completed on one unit and then begun on another . Neither the

tradi tional deadline schedule nor the r·educt; on f" t ttl~ a ~ns rue or con-rO

schedule resulted in cumulative test-taking which resembled the ideal

curves. Chapter 's rate peaks for both sections during the final

period as does the rate ideally. However, chapters 12 and 13 also

peaked during the third or final period indicating that students put

off most of these tests until the end of the comparison period. Chap-

ter II's test-taking was consistent throughout the comparison period

for the spring section rather than a negatively accelerated curve which

would peak about the seventh day of the five week deadline. The fall

section's Chapter 11 test-taking is negatively accelerated but the neg-

ati ve acceleration begins at a period much later than wou'l.d be ideal

for continuous progression.

If either schedule resulted in self-pacing for some students, a

consistent progression pattern should have begun to appear for chapters

prior to the final four. For the experimental group, curves resembl

the ideal curve should have appeared in the deadlines which covered t.vo

chapters (7 and 8 or 9 and 10). That is, work over one chapter should

have been at a consistent rate until midway through the deadline when

work would begin on the other chapter. However, neither set of dead-

I " h d t.h i tt Chap.. t.e r '7,' S CU'I've was negative Ly acceleratedr.ne s s r owe n,s pa ern. _

but the curve did not until the final f'ev days rather than at the

midpoint. 8 caLl.op The s ame was true of. t S pattern was asci .. _cw

Chapter 9 and 10 alth over-all the rates were lower.
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For the traditional schedule, the greatest number of tests were

taken on the final one or two days prior to the deadline. Little work

was done on a particular chapter even after the prior chapter 's deadline

was completed. If students wer-e pacing their work, they should have

then begun to consistently Hark towards the next deadline but this was

not the case. The scallop pattern is evident in every chapter. (These

results for test-tak.ing support Hawhlrmey et al. 1 s, 1971, findings of a

scallop pattern for study behavior in '<leekly and three week deadlines.)

One other factor present in the data also indicates that the ex-

perimental procedure had no effect. The fall section showed high con-

sistent test-taking rates for chapters 1 and 3. (Both chapter deadlines

were over periods of six days either the of the

term or a deadline.) Self-pacing was present. Control by the instruc-

tor set deadlines only needed to be faded to other variables. It did

not occur as is evident both during the experimental procedure and the

comparison periods.

Previously, the pattern of test-taking vas compared to the ideal

pattern. Since the section was a traditional schedule, its pat-

tern may be assumed to be representative of an abrupt transfer from

instructor to total self-pacing. Comparisons between the and

f 11 t lc f t com.parLs ons be tveen the pattern wh i ch isa· ,11ereore, represen .cc - ~

c obtained ~~d the procedure. Students in the fall

paced themselves slightly better since Chapter 11 vas a negatively

celerated curve for the fall section rather than the straight line

ac .....

shown in the In addition, a lower of Chapter 11
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tests was taken in the final . d. per ro for the fall (10%) as compared to

the spring (22%). The f'a 11 t' t
- cL sec lon, •herefore, appears to have com-

pleted more 'dark on Chapter 11 than the spring section. For

Chapter 12 the percentage of tests was greatest in week three for the

fall rather than the final veek for the spring. Again, the data sug-

gest that the fall section completed more "fork earlier for Chapter 12.

Tne st percentage of tests was taken during the last week on

chapters 13 and l l+ for both sections. Howeve r , once again the percen-

tages were greater for the spring section indicating that less work was

completed earlier in the comparison period.

1~us, students in the fall section may have paced slightly bet-

ter than the spring but such small differences may not necessarily be

due to the experimental manipulations. THO other explanations also

exist to account for the data. The fall section had to contend with

r student usage of the learning center due to more students wi th-

in the section and the existence of another introductory psychology

class wh i ch also used the learning center. If fall students "faited

until a deadline day to take tests, the center would have had

more noise and lines. The combination may have been suffi

ave r s i ve to some students that they took tests before a deadline day and

the same strategy may have carried over into the COI'Dp;3.rJ son ad. Toe

second exp.Lanat.Lon is s that the sections differed in at the

very U'-'LS.Ll1U,.Lug of the term and this difference accounts for the sli

better pac the period. the sections showed

no statistical differences academi (in terms of points on the first
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chapter before any experimental manipulations were made), the pacing for

Chapter 1 is different between t.he 'ty'o se ct i.ons . Th tt f th~ n ~ _. e pn- ern or . e

fall was steep and consistent the pattern for the began

gradually and accelerated over the last three days (a scallop pattern).

These initial differencps l'n pacl'ng' l~ay t f h ul .~- ~"aCCOlill' . or teres •ts 1n the

comparison period.

Tne experinental procedure did not appear to have a detrimental

effect upon student achievement. The distribution of grades for the

fall and spring sections wer-e similar and the fall (experimental section)

had only a two percent higher vithdrawal rate.

Given the present results, s fading of instructor control

is not sufficient to result in self-pacing. Although Hursh (1976) sug-

e d manipulation 0 f deadlines, he included a contracting component

and the data agree that more is needed beyond just a reliance upon the

amount of work and time betveen deadlines. Three factors could have

contributed to the ineffectiveness of the experimental te~llll~qU.C

First, the as sunpt.Lon was made that any pacing behavior vouLd be main-

tained or strene;thened by naturally occurring reinforcers (e .g., less

pressure to a chapter done or higher point totals) but these were

not identified in the study. Secondly, the stimuli ve s:e not specified

which were to eventUally assume control of 1nerefore, the pos-

sibility existed that no consistent ring of a stimulus (or stimuli)

wi th a reinforcer oc curred the manipulation. Thus a stimulus

could not eventually control pac behavior. , deadlines were

..... h an.ze d ss 0 f' actual pac behavior.
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A better technique be to Use a shaping technique and focus

attention upon actual pacing behavior and a particular stimulus or set

of stimuli. Deadlines voul.d gradually lengthen and cover more chapters

wh en pacing reached a certain criterion. Students could be reinforced

with bonus points, optional chapter tests, coke socials or other rein

forcers as they exhibited consistent progression. (External reinforcers

would be faded over time.) If faltered, the period could be

shortened again, then lengthened and so on.

Another possible technique would be to teach students the prin

ciples of behavioral self-control. No procrastination studies in PSI

have been devoted totally to self-control. However, use of these tech-

ni que s has been sUGgested to manage employees in business sett and

discussion from that area is relevant in the present case. Hanz and

Sims (1919) discuss self-m~Qagement (i.e., self-control) as a possible

substitute for leadership. Su1)stit utes for leadersh exist when con-

tingencies to control behavior are available from sources other than the

leader. In the case of PSI, rather than the instructor setting con-

t ies and goals for study and test-taking, the students would es-

tablish their 0",'11. Mischel (1913) suggests that the key is to adopt

rules which behavior when no external continr,encies exist. The

process involves of , st81ldards by which to evaluate

Yn"''-'n'Y''~SS towards or completion of goals, and selection of reinforcers.

The reinforcers in self-control are of t.vo s (r1anz & SilLS, 1979).

The first are those directly involved in the self-control process (the

reinforcers selected the for the behavior). The second



are those wh i ch ar-L se from the target behavior itself and are usually

long-term in nature (e.g., completion of tests before other people,

course grade and credit). Such consequences would reinforce both pac

ing and self-control behavior thus them more likely to occur in

the future.

Teaching students self-control wou.l.d have several advant age s ,

First, students wouLd be learning a valuable skill for future classes

(since procrastination is not unique to PSI only). Secondly. they could

proe;ress consistently through a course yet still have the flexibility to

take into account unexpected assignments in other classes or activities.

Finally, research on self-control exists in the behavioral literature

(Thore sen go tlahoney, 1974 and vJatson & Tharp, 1972) thus allowing the

instructor to choose and to adapt a self-control procedure to the

specific class and time frame. For examp Le , Skinner (1953) states t.hat,

one technique of self-control is to change the stimulus, that is, pre-

sent stimuli to make a response more probable. Previous studies on

s of prog rc ss (Cron et al., 1976; Lloyd & Jacobi, in press) use

this te (but not within the context of self-control). Students

would be forced to ob s e r ve their behavior because of the graphs but they

would also be controlling pac

fu~d reinforcers.

behavior because of their ovm deadlines

In conclusion, on of deadlines does not appear

to lead to self-pac More profitable avenues of study mi be

strate 1 ' . "d ant.e cederrt c""i","'i arids which focus upon the,enavlor an ~".o V.~"au.~_ a

consequences upon that behavior. Both of
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pacing behavi.cr and self-control techniques fall into SUc11 a category.

They have the extra advantage of eventually resulting in behavior which

does not depend entirely on instructor control.
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